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A singular series averageand Goldbah numbers in short intervalsbyA. Languaso (Genova)1. Introdution. The Goldbah onjeture asserts that every eveninteger greater than two an be written as a sum of two primes. We willall the even numbers satisfying Goldbah's onjeture G-numbers.Let X be a suÆiently large parameter. Our aim here is to study G-numbers in short intervals. The �rst unonditional result of this kind wasobtained by Ramahandra [8℄ who proved that there is a positive proportionof G-numbers in every interval [X;X+H℄ forH � X7=72+". The best knownresult is now H � X0:535=20+" (see Baker{Harman{Pintz [1℄).From a onditional viewpoint, we reall that, assuming the RiemannHypothesis (RH), Goldston [3℄ proved that there is a positive proportionof G-numbers in every interval of length H � log2X. The existene ofG-numbers in suh intervals was established independently by K�atai [5℄ andMontgomery{Vaughan [7℄. Assuming further Montgomery's pair orrelationonjeture (MC), Goldston [3℄ was also able to restrit the length of theinterval to H � log1+"X, for every �xed " > 0. If we only ask about theexistene of a G-number in short interval, we reall that Goldston [3℄ (seealso Languaso [6℄) proved, again under RH and MC, that in every interval oflength H � logX there exists a G-number. The loss of a fator (logX)" inthe result on the positive proportion ompared with the one on the existeneis due to some problems onneted with averages of the singular series ofthe Goldbah problem.We introdue the following notation. LetR(n) = Xp1+p2=n log p1 log p2be the weighted ounting funtion of Goldbah numbers and1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: Primary 11P32.Researh supported by the CNR grant no. 201.01.123.[171℄



172 A. LanguasoS(n) = 8>><>>: 2Yp>2�1� 1(p� 1)2� Ypjnp>2 �p� 1p� 2� if n is even,0 if n is odd,the singular series of the Goldbah problem.The main result of this paper isTheorem. Let � 2 R, � � 1, be �xed. ThenXn�XS(n)� = 1X + 2(logX)� +O((logX)��1=3);where 1; 2 and the impliit onstant depend on �.The exponent � � 1=3 in the error term omes from an appeal to Vino-gradov's estimate for exponential sums. In partiular, we will use the Wal�sz[10℄ estimate(1) Xn�X 1nP�Xn �� (logX)2=3;where P (u) = u� [u℄� 1=2.We remark that the proof of the Theorem is based on the argumentin Friedlander{Goldston [2℄. We also remark that the ase � = 1 of ourTheorem is proved in Friedlander{Goldston [2℄ (see (1.13) there), and thatthe ase � = 2 is proved in Languaso [6℄.The link between the average of the singular series and the positiveproportion of G-numbers is given by the followingCorollary. Let " > 0 be �xed. Assume, for X suÆiently large, that(2) HXn=0(H � n)R(n+X)� H2X for some (logX)2=3+" � H � X:Then there are �" H G-numbers in the interval [X;X +H℄.We remark that (2) is essentially the ondition that all papers onerningthe existene of G-numbers in short intervals hek. From the proof of theCorollary it is easy to note that we ould assume PX+Hn=X R(n) � HXinstead of (2).Inserting the Corollary in the body of the proof of Languaso [6℄, wean �ll the gap between the result on the existene and on the positive pro-portion of G-numbers, i.e., we an prove, assuming RH and a weak formof MC, that every interval of length H � logX ontains a positive pro-portion of G-numbers. Moreover, inserting our Corollary at the end of theproof of the Friedlander{Goldston [2℄ result, we are able to obtain, underthe assumption of RH, MC and the Elliott{Halberstam onjeture of level



A singular series average 173Q = X exp(�(logX)2=3), that every interval of length H � (logX)2=3+"ontains a positive proportion of G-numbers. This seems to be the limit ofthe method.We �nally reall that Friedlander and Goldston [2℄ were able to prove theexistene of G-numbers in intervals shorter than (logX)2=3+" by assuminga larger level Q in the Elliott{Halberstam onjeture.2. A generalization of the Wal�sz estimate. Let � 2 R, � � 1,and s = � + it. We de�ne the general divisor funtion d�(n) by1Xn=1 d�(n)n�s = �(s)� for � > 1:From the de�nition it is lear that d�(n) is a multipliative funtion whihextends the well known funtion dk(n), where k is an integer. Under thisnotation, the usual divisor funtion d(n) is denoted by d2(n). Our result isLemma. Let � 2 R, � � 1. Then(3) Xn�X d�(n)n P�Xn ��� (logX)��1=3:We remark that for � 2 N the above Lemma is stated at the end ofSetion 2 of Friedlander{Goldston [2℄.P r o o f. First of all suppose that � is an integer. The ase � = 1 isexatly (1). If � = 2, using the hyperbola priniple and (1) we getXn�X d(n)n P�Xn �� Xm�X 1m Xn�X=m 1nP�X=mn �� (logX)2=3 Xm�X 1m(4) � (logX)5=3:Suppose now that � � 3. Thend�(n) = (d��1 � 1)(n)and so, using the de�nition of onvolution, we get(5) Xn�X d�(n)n P�Xn �� Xm�X 1m Xn�X=m d��1(n)n P�X=mn �:Hene, arguing by indution and using (4){(5), we obtain(6) Xn�X d�(n)n P�Xn ��� (logX)��1=3 for � 2 N:Now take � 2 R nN , � > 1. It is easy to see that d�(n) = (d[�℄ �df�g)(n),where [x℄ and fxg are, respetively, the integer part and the frational part



174 A. Languasoof x. Using (6), we an writeXn�X d�(n)n P�Xn �� Xm�X df�g(m)m Xn�X=m d[�℄(n)n P�X=mn �(7) �� (logX)[�℄�1=3 Xm�X df�g(m)m :Using Xm�X df�g(m)�� X(logX)f�g�1;whih follows from (II.5.32) of Tenenbaum [9℄, we obtain, by partial sum-mation,(8) Xm�X df�g(m)m � (logX)f�g:From (7) and (8) we have the Lemma.3. Proof of the Theorem. We follow the argument in Friedlander{Goldston [2℄. Let S = Yp>2�1� 1(p� 1)2�:We haveXn�XS(n)� = (2S)� X2n�X Ypjnp>2 �1 + 1p� 2��(9) = (2S)� X2n�X Ypjnp>2 �1 +��1 + 1p� 2�� � 1��= (2S)� Xn�X=2Xjjn f�(j);where f�(j) = 8><>:�2(j)Ypjj ��1 + 1p� 2�� � 1� if j is odd,0 if j is even.Then, hanging the order of summation in (9), we obtain



A singular series average 175Xn�XS(n)� = (2S)� Xj�X=2 f�(j)�X2j �(10) = (2S)�2 X 1Xj=1 f�(j)j � (2S)�2 X Xj>X=2 f�(j)j� (2S)�2 Xj�X=2 f�(j) � (2S)� Xj�X=2 f�(j)P�X2j�;where P (u) = u� [u℄� 1=2.By straightforward omputations we get(11) (2S)�2 1Xj=1 f�(j)j= 2��1 Yp>2�1� 1(p� 1)2���1 + 1p��1 + 1p� 2�� � 1�� = 1(�);sine the in�nite produt is onvergent.Now we will proeed to prove that(12) X� := Xj�X=2 f�(j)P�X2j��� (logX)��1=3 for � � 1:If � = 1 we have, for j odd,f1(j) = �2(j)Ypjj 1p� 2 = �2(j)'2(j) ;where '2(p) = p � 2 and '2 is extended to square-free numbers by multi-pliativity. Hene(13) X1 = Xj�X=2(j;2)=1 �2(j)'2(j)P�X2j�� (logX)2=3;where the last inequality follows using (2.9){(2.13) of Friedlander{Goldston[2℄ and the Lemma.Let now � > 1. For j odd, we havef�(j) = �2(j)Ypjj ��1 + 1p� 2�� � 1�and hene, using the Taylor expansion of (1 + 1=(p� 2))� , we get



176 A. Languasof�(j) = �2(j)Ypjj � 1Xk=0 Qkh=0(� � h)k!(p� 2)k+1 �(14) = �2(j)Ypjj �p� 2�1 + 1Xk=1 Qkh=1(� � h)(k + 1)!(p� 2)k�= �2(j) d� (j)'2(j)XÆjj �2(Æ)g� (Æ);where g�(p) = 1Xk=1 Qkh=1(� � h)(k + 1)!(p� 2)kand g� is extended to square-free numbers by multipliativity.We remark thatg�(p) = � � 1p� 2 1Xk=2Qk�1h=2(� � h)k!(p� 2)k�2 �� 1p� 2and hene, for Æ square-free, we have g�(Æ)�� ('2(Æ))�1.Hene, inserting (14) intoP� and interhanging the order of summation,we obtainX� �� XÆ�X=2(Æ;2)=1 �2(Æ)d� (Æ)('2(Æ))2 � Xk�X=(2Æ)(k;2)=1 �2(k)d� (k)'2(k) P�X=(2Æ)k ��:Using the argument in (2.9){(2.13) of Friedlander{Goldston [2℄, we an es-timate the inner sum by Xn�X d�(n)n P (X=n)whih is � (logX)��1=3 by the Lemma. Using this estimate we have(15) X� �� (logX)��1=3 XÆ�X=2(Æ;2)=1 �2(Æ)d� (Æ)('2(Æ))2 �� (logX)��1=3;where the last inequality follows from the onvergene of the series1XÆ=1(Æ;2)=1 �2(Æ)d� (Æ)('2(Æ))2 :Combining (13) and (15) we obtain (12).



A singular series average 177Next, we will show(16) Xj�X=2 f�(j) = 2(�)(logX)� +O�((logX)��1):By partial summation this implies(17) Xj>X=2 f�(j)j �� (logX)��1X :Now we prove (16). If � 2 N we an argue as in the proof of the Propo-sition of Languaso [6℄. The only di�erene is that we use the funtionH�(s) = 1Xm=1 f�(m)m�s = �1� 12s+1���(s+ 1)�G�(s);where G�(s) = Yp>2�1� 1ps+1���1 + 1ps��1 + 1p� 2�� � 1��onverges absolutely and is analyti for �>�1=2. Moreover, H�(s)(X=2)s=shas a pole of order � + 1 at s = 0 with residue2(�)(logX)� +O�((logX)��1);and so, using the Perron formula, we �nd that (16) holds for � 2 N.Now let � 2 R n N, � > 1. In this ase H�(s) has a singularity at s = 0that is not a pole, so we annot use the previous argument.Let F�(s) = H�(s� 1) = �1� 12s���(s)�G�(s� 1):We apply the Selberg{Delange method to study the ontribution of thenon-polar singularity at s = 1 of F�(s). By Theorem II.5.3 of Tenenbaum[9℄ we obtainS(Y ) = Xm�Y mf�(m) = k(�)Y (log Y )��1 +O�(Y (log Y )��2);where k(�) and the impliit onstant depend on �. Equation (16) nowfollows sineXj�X=2 f�(j) = X=2\1 1u dS(u) = 2S(X=2)X + X=2\1 S(u)u2 du= k(�)� (logX)� +O�((logX)��1):The Theorem now follows upon inserting (11){(12) and (16){(17) in (10).



178 A. Languaso4. Proof of the Corollary. We give a sketh of the proof, whihfollows the usual pattern (see, e.g., Goldston [3℄).Let � = 1 + "=2. Using the H�older inequality and (2), we obtainX+HXn=XR(n)�1 1 � �PHn=0(H � n)R(n+X)��=(��1)�PHn=0((H � n)R(n+X))��1=(��1)(18) � (H2X)�=(��1)�PHn=0((H � n)R(n+X))��1=(��1) :Sine HXn=0((H � n)R(n+X))� � H� X+HXn=X R(n)�and, by the well known sieve upper bound (see Halberstam{Rihert [4℄,Theorem 3.11), R(n)� nS(n);we get, using also the Theorem,HXn=0((H � n)R(n+X))� � H�X� X+HXn=X S(n)�(19) = H�X�(1(�)H +O"((logX)2=3+"=2))�" H�+1X� :Hene by (18){(19) we obtainX+HXn=XR(n)�1 1�" (H2X)�=(��1)(H�+1X�)1=(��1) = Hand the Corollary follows. Referenes[1℄ R. Baker, G. Harman and J. Pintz, The exeptional set for Goldbah's problem inshort intervals, in: Pro. of Sieve Methods, Exponential Sums and Their Appliationin Number Theory, G. R. H. Greaves et al. (eds.), Cambridge Univ. Press, 1996,1{54.[2℄ J. B. Fr ied lander and D. A. Goldston, Some singular series averages and thedistribution of Goldbah numbers in short intervals, Illinois J. Math. 39 (1995),158{180.[3℄ D. A. Goldston, Linnik's theorem on Goldbah numbers in short intervals, Glas-gow Math. J. 32 (1990), 285{297.[4℄ H. Halberstam and H.-E. Rihert, Sieve Methods, Aademi Press, 1974.
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